Modernize the defense and intelligence workplace

It's more important than ever to create a collaborative, highly secure, and adaptable workplace. The right cloud-based solutions can provide communications and access to data analytics for forward-deployed forces, increase collaboration across departments to improve mission outcomes, and balance secure access to information.

Key capabilities

Increase installation efficiency and quality

Creating safe, sustainable, connected installations helps support the force, servicemembers, and their families. Military organizations can achieve these goals by leveraging technology developed for smart buildings and smart cities, supporting proactive maintenance, increased safety, and more efficient use of budget and resources.
Ensure equipment effectiveness

Use IoT and analytics for an improved understanding of normal operation and the ability to predict when a part is approaching failure. With additive manufacturing technologies, personnel can create parts in the field as needed.

Enhance readiness

Digital training and collaboration tools enable reserves to stay up to date and connected when they are going about their daily lives. From the first day of enlistment, AR technology can help individuals perform complex tasks with 100 percent accuracy, helping them fulfill their potential faster and serve their nations better.

Essential technologies

- **Digital collaboration**: Bring the tools you need together in a shared workspace where you can chat, meet, share files, and work with business apps.

- **Internet of Things**: Connect your assets with IoT to gain real-time insights.

- **Predictive analytics**: Easily build, deploy, and share predictive analytics solutions.

- **Augmented reality**: Help people across your organization learn, communicate, and collaborate more effectively.

Transform your defense and intelligence workplace with Microsoft

The right digital tools connect and support leaders and warfighters, wherever they are, to encourage productivity, engagement, and collaboration.

Learn more about defense solutions >

Download the e-book >